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Abstract

Technology Management, Inc has evaluated the practical fabrication advantages and potential
economic impact of a multi-pass screen printing process on the costs of fabricating planar solid
oxide fuel cell stacks.   During this program, multiple catalyzed binder systems were
considered.  Preliminary screening experiments resulted in four systems being selected for
further evaluation.  Inks were formulated using these binders in combination with at least three
fuel cell materials (anode, cathode, and seal material).   Reactivity of the binder with catalyst
and fuel cell materials was evaluated.  Cell tests indicated that the catalyzed binders did not
negatively impact cell performance.   Tests were conducted demonstrating single cell
performance comparable with standard cell fabrication technology. Tailored patterns were also
demonstrated.  Economic evaluation indicated that a significant reduction in cost could be
achieved, primarily through reduced capital equipment needs.  
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Introduction
Executive Summary
Low product life cycle cost is a major factor influencing demand growth beyond early adopter
sales volume.  Reduced per unit costs require increased production scale; however, capital
investment often first requires ‘proof of concept.’  This situation is also referred to as the
‘chasm’ and is a challenge facing early market businesses in many industries.  Solid Oxide Fuel
Cells (SOFCs), being developed by Technology Management, Inc. (TMI) and other companies,
now face that barrier.  To ameliorate this challenge, TMI is considering an alternate fabrication
process based on catalyzed ink-printing systems that have the potential for dramatic reduction of
capital investment requirements. 

Figure 1 shows an expanded schematic that illustrates the basic components of the TMI SOFC
single cell.  All components use conventional SOFC materials.  Each cell is made up of four
layers:  (1) a porous, nickel cermet or mixed-conducting anode;  (2) a sintered, non-porous,
yttria-stabilized zirconia electrolyte; (3) a porous, strontium-doped, lanthanum manganite or
mixed-conducting cathode; and (4) a high-temperature metal alloy separator.  In this design,
fuel and oxidant are supplied through holes in the center of the cell and flow radially outward
through porous electrode pathways.  Internal (vs. external) manifolding minimizes the seal area
between the fuel and oxidant ports and eliminates the need for exhaust manifolds at the
circumference of the cells.  At the outer circumference, the remaining fuel and excess oxidant
mix and react to virtually complete fuel oxidation before exiting as exhaust. Cells are bipolar
and can be stacked and connected in series to obtain higher voltage outputs.  Stacks of 200-300
cells produce approximately 0.5 to 1 kW of power and can be ganged in parallel to produce
higher power levels.

Conceptually, all planar SOFCs require similar reactant gas distributions. The manifold system
(either internal or external) is used to channel gases on opposite sides of an ionic conducting
electrolyte membrane. In the vast majority of cell and stack designs, reactants are ‘channeled’
through grooves that are cut or machined into either a metallic or ceramic bipolar separator
plate.  Some designers have tried reducing costs by employing light foil corrugated separators.
The TMI design uses a method of distribution, which channels reactants through the porous
electrode material.  With the electrodes having the advantage of being a net shape part and the
separator being flat and featureless, all cell components contribute to mass production at
minimal cost.  Current methods used by TMI to produce porous electrodes, however, still
produce significant waste material and therefore have the potential for lower materials cost.  In
addition, the current design does not allow for modification of gas flow patterns that could
allow optimization of electrochemical performance.

The key development step was identification of a suitable polymer system compatible (i.e. non-
contaminating) with SOFC materials with desirable rheological and curing properties.  Broadly,
the problem can be described as: 1) rheology, 2) decomposition and byproducts, and 3) curing
rate.
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The factors affecting rheology are straightforward
and include:
• binder viscosity
• solids loading
• particle size
• particle/binder interaction (surface potentials)

Because the SOFC operates at high temperature (>
800oC), binder decomposition is a consideration.
The ink vehicle must decompose completely and
preferably leave no residue.  Of particular concern
are sodium, phosphorous, and sulfur, frequently
included as counter-ions in dispersants and
surfactants.  These ions can react adversely with
some fuel cell components if used indiscriminately.

A rapid curing rate is also required. Catalyzed
polymer systems are known to set-up or harden
quickly due to polymerization cross-linking
reactions.  These reactions, initiated by high-energy
photons or chemical reactions, create activated
carbon centers.  The carbon centers are highly
reactive and bond to adjacent polymer molecules
leading to a rigid, heavily cross-linked matrix.  Some
SOFC materials, notably sub-micron LaMnO3, have
the potential to interact with the polymer matrix and
create activated carbon centers.  This interaction
must be minimized to avoid premature cross-linking
and subsequent ink solidification on screen-printing
equipment, which will foul the printing operation.
The selection of binder and curing radiation must
also consider this possibility.

To summarize, the program addressed the following questions.

• What binders produce an effective ink vehicle for printing?  Which of these inks burn out
cleanly during sintering?  What screen varieties will be compatible with the alternative
curing technique?  What changes to the screen emulsion layers might be required to use this
binder system?  What setting time can be achieved for a multi-layer curable polymer
system?  What is the shelf life of a mixed powder-binder system?

• What alternative curable inks are the most compatible chemically with the electrode
materials?  What is the adherence before and after electrolyte operation?  If necessary, what
changes in rheology improve adhesion?

Figure 1.  TMI SOFC Concept
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• What is the thickness per pass of the screen printer?  What do the geometric printed patterns
look like after curing?

• What is the back pressure of these patterned electrodes?  What should be the best geometric
pattern?  What pattern optimizes gas flow (for efficiency and utilization)?  How will the
screen-printed flow pattern affect the performance and back pressure of the electrode
compared to the currently used electrode?

Experimental 
Binder evaluation metrics
A number of metrics were considered to evaluate the selection process.  These are summarized
in Table 1.  With cost a major consideration, only commercially available binders were
evaluated.  The products selected are widely used in other industries for different applications.
Further, an ideal ink vehicle should only react upon exposure to the catalyst, not interfere with
electrochemistry, and have excellent shelf life.   Reactivity of binders with cell materials was
determined by direct combination.  Curing times were evaluated for hours, weeks, and months.
Inks that showed no reaction in 60 minutes or more were considered acceptable for early
testing.  Inks that did not react for >24 hours were preferred.  

Table 1.  Selection of Binders for Testing

Feature Goal
Commercially Available Eleven companies surveyed
Reactivity with SOFC Materials Inert
Effect on Electrochemical Performance Inert
Usable Binder Shelf-life At least 14 days

Many binders include silica or phosphorous-based ‘fillers’ to improve consistency and
adhesion.  Silica degrades fuel cell performance so inks with high quantities of silica fillers
were eliminated. Inorganic filler content was determined by performing loss on ignition using
YSZ substrates at > 500oC and analyzing residuals.  Binders with little or no residual content
were considered for further studies.  Cells were tested to determine whether inorganic fillers
affect cell performance.

Inks were fabricated using standard laboratory equipment (e.g. balances, glassware, and
utensils) and a three-roll mill.  A three-roll mill is considered standard equipment for screen-
printing ink fabrication. Ink fabrication consists of manually mixing ink components to achieve
a thick paste and then using the three-roll mill to reduce ink viscosity and agglomeration of
inorganic components.  After milling, inks were stored in containers intended to prevent
exposure to ambient catalysis. Binders were eliminated from further evaluation if inks could not
be fabricated using this equipment.

Initially, inks were formulated using about 25 volume % inorganic loading. To increase printed
pattern thickness, inorganic loading was increased to about 55% for seal glass inks, 45% for
cathode inks, and 45% for anode inks.
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Non-catalyzed inks were also evaluated for comparison.  These were synthesized with up to
60% inorganic loading for seal glass inks, 50% for cathode inks, and 55% for anode inks.

Screen Printing and Equipment 
Two experimental set-ups were used to print catalyzed patterns.  One was a manual screen-
printer connected to a vacuum pump (operated using a foot pedal), which was used to “clamp”
the substrate to ensure the patterned screen was precisely positioned over the substrate.  Ink was
applied to the screen and a squeegee used to press the ink through the screen – depositing the
pattern on the substrate. With the vacuum still holding the substrate, the base was moved into an
enclosed work area where the substrate was exposed to the catalyst source. The base and
substrate moved together as a unit to ensure registration of subsequent print layers. The work
area was enclosed to avoid accidental exposure of the substrate, operators, inks, and printing
equipment to the catalyst source.  After exposure, the extent of reaction was evaluated, and
subsequent printing (or additional exposure) was performed, if needed.

A semi-automatic screen-printer was used to print multi-layer patterns.  Several modifications
were made to provide a safe, effective means of exposing a substrate to the catalyst source
without removing it from the screen-printer.   Again, registration of the screen to substrate was
key to pattern quality.  In the case of the semi-automatic printer, the catalyst source was
enclosed and moved over top of the substrate, with the substrate remaining in place.  A movable
carriage was designed to fit between the screen and the base plate of the printer so the catalyst
source could be slid into position over the substrate with minimal accidental exposure.  After
the specified exposure time, the carriage was slid back to allow inspection of the substrate and
subsequent printing (or additional exposure) was performed, if needed.

Pattern Evaluation Equipment 
After completion of a sequence of print/catalysis cycles, pattern thickness was measured.
Thicker patterns were measured using a micrometer to measure total thickness (pattern and
substrate) and subtracting the substrate thickness. Thinner and/or fragile patterns were measured
by using an optical microscope and a dial gauge micrometer to measure the travel of the
microscope stage between the focal plane of the substrate and that of the top of a pattern feature.
Pattern thickness was measured before and after firing. The same method (optical microscopy
or micrometer) was used for both measurements to ensure consistency and accuracy.

Pattern registration quality and feature profiles were evaluated using both optical microscopy
and a video workstation.  The optical microscope provided high resolution (up to 1000X) but a
limited field of view and little depth resolution.  The video workstation provided a wide field of
view and more depth resolution at lower magnification.  In concert, these two pieces of
equipment provided an excellent overall representation of the printed patterns.  In addition, both
the microscope and the video magnifier were connected to a computer for image capture and
analysis to document evaluation.
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Electrochemical Testing 
All cell tests were conducted in TMI’s SOFC test apparatus (as shown in the Figure 2
schematic).  The reactor subassembly supports the cell between two metal alloy plates inside a
furnace.  The metal plates act as electrical contact, gas manifolds, and loading system.  Fuel and
air are provided to the stack using mass flow meters to measure flow.  A temperature controlled
fuel humidifier system allows the water concentration to be changed to desired experimental
conditions.  The electrical system allows the cell to be operated in fuel cell mode and enables
either the voltage or current to be set independently. 

After a predetermined heat-up schedule, flows of hydrogen and oxygen are introduced.  A burn-
in period ensures complete fuel electrode reduction and stable operation.  After the open circuit
voltage has stabilized, the external electrical circuit can be adjusted to obtain various current
and power densities.  Cells were operated at a current density of 200 mA/cm2.  Performance in
fuel cell mode is monitored over the duration of the test.
  

Figure 2.  Test Stand Schematic
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Results and Discussion
Binder Evaluation
Eleven vendor companies were contacted.  Three were chosen based on applicability.   One
company provided four materials, another provided two, and a third supplied one giving a total
of seven binders for consideration.  The binders were acquired as ‘samples’ and were
representative of commercially available materials.

Fuel cell materials used for reactivity experiments included cathode (ceramic perovskite
powder), seal (glass powder), and anode (cermet powder).  Pieces of yttria stabilized zirconia
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were included as substrates as accurate representations of the eventual construction materials.
Table 2 shows the qualitative results of the un-catalyzed reactivity measurements after 60
minutes.   Binder C1 was excluded from further evaluation because of its propensity to react
under ambient conditions.  Binder P4 was similarly excluded from testing because of
uncontrolled reactivity with all SOFC materials tested.

Table 2.  Reactivity of Binder with SOFC Materials
Binder Cathode

Powder
Seal Glass Anode

Powder
S1* None None None

C1** N/A N/A N/A
C2 None None None
P1 None None None
P2 None None None
P3 None None None
P4 Slight Slight Slight

* Reacted at >24 hrs ,  ** Reacted under ambient conditions

SOFC materials were also evaluated for their reactivity with certain photo-catalysts.  The
pigment (in this case the SOFC materials), can often influence curing quality by interacting with
the catalyst.  An example is shown in Figure 3.  This graph is a measure of the reflectance of
several fuel cell materials to directed radiation over a range of wavelengths. The cathode tends
to substantially absorb all radiation producing heat as a by-product.  The anode materials absorb
some radiation but also reflect a substantial fraction.  The glass is largely translucent to the
photons in this energy range.

As discussed later, opacity was found to impact printing parameters, particularly for the
cathode.  Because of the tendency to absorb photons, printing patterns for this composition had
to be thinner (requiring more passes) than for the seal or anode material when using this catalyst
system.
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Figure 3.  Spectrographic Reflectance for Fuel Cell Materials
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Rheology
Initial inks for rheology evaluation were formulated using about 25 volume percent inorganic
loading.  These inks had low viscosity, printed easily, and had very long usable shelf lives (at
least one year).  Since these inks resulted in very thin print layers, more print/catalysis cycles
were needed to build up a sufficient pattern thickness.  To minimize the number of
print/catalysis cycles, inorganic loading was increased as indicated previously.  Increased
inorganic loading resulted in thicker printed patterns, decreased shelf-life, and increased
exposure time required to achieve complete reaction.

A subjective evaluation of print quality was also performed. The “S” binder and the “P1-P3”
series of binders were preferred based on reactivity and inorganic filler content.  The subjective
evaluation of printability is shown in Table 3.  The “S” binder with cathode material tended to
clog the screen.  Overall, the P2 binder was the most universally applicable binder system.

Table 3.  Qualitative Evaluation of Ink Formulations

Ease of
Printing

Thickness Print Quality Thickness
Uniformity

Anode
P1 Good Good Fair Poor
P2 Good Fair Very Good Poor
P3 Good Fair Good Fair
S1 Good Very good Poor Very Good

Cathode
P1 Poor Good Good Good
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P2 Good Fair Good Very Good
P3 Good Poor Fair Poor
S1 Poor Very Good Poor Very Good

Contamination
The impact of inorganic fillers was evaluated by loss-on-ignition experiments and by direct cell
testing.  The differences in weight before and after firing are shown in Table 4.  All binders
tested contained inorganic additives; however, binders S1 and C1 contained barely detectable
amounts.  The residue was predominantly silica, as determined by SEM.  In commercial
binders, silicone is a typical additive to improve consistency and adhesion.  Since the binder is
expected to be a minority component in a screen-printing ink, the level of contamination
(essentially, the silica content) in an ink is approximately half of that found in the binder itself.

Table 4.  Inorganic Content for Seven Binders

Binder P1 P2 P3 P4 C1 C2 S1
Wt %

Inorganic 0.13 0.19 0.20 0.64 0.00 0.35 0.00

Cell tests were conducted to evaluate the impact of the inorganic fillers on electrochemical
performance.  Figure 4 shows electrochemical performance for single cells containing screen-
printed electrode layers fabricated with inks using catalytic binders P1, P2, and P3.  In most
cases, no discernable impact of fillers was noted.  In general, cathode performances were below
expectations, possibly due to low solids loading and not binder additives.

Printing Quality
Optical evaluation of the surface shows several examples of printing defects.  Figure 5(a) shows
an anode print with extreme surface texturing.  In this case, the surface of the print
preferentially catalyzed and swelled as binder underneath attempted to react.  Once the gas was
released, the skin-layer deflated leaving a puckered appearance.  The cathode for this particular
binder is shown in 3(b) for comparison. The difference in appearance is due to catalyst
absorbtion/conversion by the cathode material.  Though the surface looks uniform in the
cathode example, cross-sectional analysis of this print shows incomplete reaction beneath the
surface.  During subsequent firing operations, the unreacted ink delaminated.  This led to
refined  print methods.
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Figure 4.  Cell Performance for Several Binders (Anode and Cathode)
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Figure 5.  Surface Print Quality for Anode and Cathode.

(a) P3 Binder + Anode (a) P3 Binder + Cathode
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To achieve the desired
print thickness for most
SOFC applications,
multiple printing passes are
necessary.  TMI exerted
considerable effort to make
equipment modifications to
achieve ‘perfect
registration.”  Although
this was in fact achieved,
an unanticipated side-effect
was also observed.  Figure
6 shows a simplified
cartoon of the printing
process.  For laboratory
scale equipment with fixed
snap-off distance, a
perfectly aligned system
can actually create a poor
quality print.  An
incomplete print in the first
pass will fit perfectly back
into the screen-emulsion
cavity (steps 1-4).  Because
the shape has been
hardened by the curing
process, the second pass
(steps 5-7) results in ink
being displaced around the base of the first print.  The net effect is a blurring of the shape with
only an incremental increase in height.   In an industrial scale process, this problem would be
remediated by using a progressive screen emulsion thickness.  At the laboratory scale, however,
changing screens for every print is totally impractical so the problem was addressed by moving
to a coarser pattern (i.e. larger, more widely dispersed features).

To summarize, the major challenges in mulitpass printing included:
• registration of patterns
• long reaction times for thick prints (>60 seconds)
• incomplete reaction across the substrate
• excessive heat generation 

Figure 6.  Screen Printing Process Schematic.
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Despite these challenges, a number of high
quality cells were produced.  Screen-printed
seals were particularly effective as shown in
Figure 7. Complete reaction was achieved
with exposure times of approximately 20
seconds per print/catalysis cycle and up to
five cycles were used to build up sufficient
thickness.  Shape definition was very good
and there was no evidence of lamination
layers. In fact, printed seals were essentially
indistinguishable from standard seals
(fabricated by standard ceramic processing
methods).  Testing, discussed below,
showed complete gas separation could be
achieved.  

Anode and cathode patterns were also
produced but tended to have a much more
irregular final surface.  Electrode thickness
targets were developed based on modeling
(of the printed pattern) to provide a low
back pressure.  Several iterations of screen
design and ink formulation were required to
achieve sufficient thickness in anode and
cathode printed patterns.  As noted earlier,
increased pattern thickness resulted in
longer exposure times and incomplete
reaction of the patterns. Fine patterns
(consisting of smaller, closely spaced
features) were more challenging than coarse
patterns using the laboratory scale
equipment.  An example of a cathode
pattern (in profile) is shown in Figure 8.

Adhesion tests were performed on bare
zirconia electrolyte and on thin-film
preprinted (sintered and unsintered)
electrodes.  All systems adhered sufficiently
after some iteration under all conditions,
though several features “popped off” after
firing for very thick patterns.  The “popped
off” features bonded very well to the
substrate and delaminated because of
thermal expansion mismatch.  A thin layer
of zirconia remained attached to the pattern

Figure 7.  Multilayer Printed Seals

Figure 8. Cathode Pattern in Profile
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leaving a ‘divot’ in the substrate.

During the course of the work, components were printed on zirconia, metal separators, and other
electrode materials.  This flexibility is important to match component dimensions in a full-scale
process.

Single Cell Testing and Proof of Concept
Figure 9 shows two tests conducted using anode and cathode printed seals.  In both cases, the
open circuit voltage was as expected and performance was comparable to cells of similar
vintage.  The seals were very effective and represent the most immediately promising
implementation of the technology.

Figure 10 shows one of the better tests using anode patterns to verify electrochemical
performance and back pressure.  The printed anode flow field nearly matched current
electrochemical performance with near zero fuel back pressure. 

The cathode results were more scattered because of the irregular surface of the printed pattern
and present a more daunting technical challenge.  Because of in-plane sheet conductivity,
contact is very important on the cathode side and the irregular print pattern height made it very
difficult to ensure uniform contact. The problem was exacerbated because (a) the viscosity of air
and air flow requirements are higher than the fuel so patterns are thicker and (b) the cathode
material interferes with the catalysis process more than with seal or anode materials.   Post test
analysis indicated that contact was not complete and must be addressed for the technology to
progress.
  

Figure 9.  Catalyzed Multipass Seals
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Figure 10.  Catalyzed Multipass Anode Flow Field 
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Final Specifications and Cost Estimate

Cell Component Costs
The TMI fuel cell stack consists of seven components:

• Electrolyte
• Anode Flow field
• Cathode Flow field
• Anode Seal (x2)
• Cathode Seal
• Separator

The multilayer technology is projected to have a major impact upon the costs of five of the
seven components: anodes, cathodes, and all three seals. Component cost savings will result
from a combination of factors, including the following:

• reduced electrode layer thickness for desired pressure drop
• reduced average density of anodes and cathodes
• reduced fabrication costs (lower capital and labor)
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• improved yields

Savings over Current Methods
Projecting these savings in cost versus TMI’s base case technology is strongly dependent upon
annual manufacturing volume, since more automation is used at higher production rates and
thus raw material savings become progressively more significant. Using a detailed cost analysis,
the following values were computed:

Table 5. Cell Components Cost Ratios

Stack MW/year Multilayer/Base Case:
5 Components Cost Ratio

10 50%
30 36%
100 30%
300 26%
1000 24%
3000 23%

Thus the five components cited are expected to cost only about half as much at an example
commercial introduction volume of 10 MW/yr and less than one-fourth as much at 1000
MW/year.

Stack Costs
Stack manufacturing costs include the other two cell components (electrolytes and separators)
as well as assembly and pre-qualifying testing.  Figure 11 shows an example schematic of a
stack assembly work cell based on the multi-layer printing process.

The savings (in percentages) when employing multilayer technology for the entire process are
shown in Table 6.  The reduced cost of the five components combine to reduce the overall costs
by ~ 13% in small volume and by more than 32% in larger quantities (above 1000 MW/year).
Because stack replacement costs are expected to be an issue early on in the development, these
costs are of even more importance.
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Figure 11.  Example Sketch of a Mechanized Fabrication / Stacking Process
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Table 6. Stack Cost Ratios

Stack MW/year Multilayer/Base Case:
Stack Cost Ratio

10 87%
30 83%
100 78%
300 73%
1000 68%
3000 64%

Other Cost-Related Benefits of Multilayer Technology
Stacks made with multilayer technology are expected to have other advantages over time.
Because the electrodes can be preferentially textured, the air supply pressure requirements are
expected to be lower.  Lower back pressure means that balance of systems components such as
blowers and compressors can be reduced in size and capacity, reducing system cost and
parasitic power consumption.  The tailored electrodes are also expected to improve reactant
distribution enhancing electrochemical fuel utilization and stack fuel efficiency.   As noted
above, the multilayer method is also expected to have lower capital investment requirements for
stack manufacturing resulting in decreased finance charges.  Because much of the equipment is
a modification to a proven platform standard throughout the printing industry, first costs, labor
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for operation and maintenance, and a large parts inventory are available at competitive prices
and rates.

Conclusions
Technology Management, Inc has evaluated a number of catalyzed binder systems for
compatibility with the multi-pass printing approach.  Preliminary screening experiments
resulted in four systems (out of seven) being selected for further evaluation.  Inks were
formulated using these binders in combination with three fuel cell materials (anode, cathode,
and seal material).   Results indicate several binder options exist that are electrochemically
compatible with SOFC operation.  Economic evaluation indicated that a significant reduction in
cost could be achieved, primarily through reduced capital equipment needs.

Several binder systems were further evaluated for multiple pass printing experiments.  All three
fuel cell materials were used successfully to fabricate functional fuel cell components.  Single
cell and small stack testing were used to evaluate electrochemical performance and measure
back pressure (for electrodes) or gas separation (for seals).  Anode printed patterns nearly
matched current performance specifications and cathode printed patterns had good stability, but
lower performance.  Printed glass seals matched current performance specifications and were
indistinguishable from standard components.

For these reasons, multi-layer printing technology is a highly desirable process and warrants
further investigation and evaluation
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